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DESCRIPTION AND PREVIOUS RESULTS
The leap into the Big Data world can be too challenging our out of the field for some information technologies users. This, among other concerns motivated the apparition of Hecuba, a set of tools and interfaces developed in our research group, which aims to facilitate programmers an efficient and easy interaction with non-relational databases. Currently all implementations are made on Apache Cassandra as an example database although it is easy to port this implementation to any non-relational key-value data store.
In the work presented here, we focus on the Query Driven Data Modelling part of Hecuba, a concept for which we have also developed a prototype which automatically decides which data model should be queried by taking advantage of the differences in the topology of the data stored in the Cassandra models and replicas, and overall increase performance by aiming at the affine query-model relationships. Currently, all this management falls on the user responsibility; therefore he would manually require building all the different replicas. This implies further hassle such as assuming the extra redundancy, maintaining the consistency between all the models that share common data when it had to be inserted or changed, or being mindful about performance issues or extra load time when having to modify database data since it would involve to do one write per data replica instead of a single write to the database. With our suggestion, all this hassle would disappear becoming yet another part of Hecuba that could benefit endusers by removing their need to specialise on the details of the database behaviour.
In our previous publication [2] we could confirm that there existed affinities between queries and models, with great performance differences when combining their possibilities, and the results were so motivating this gave an obvious track opening towards the development of a Query Driven Data Modelling prototype, which seeks to transparently apply the query assignations of the client towards the database aiming to get the best performance it can offer between the available models.
Since we already presented performance results in our previous work, this publication focuses on the design, development and functional analysis of the prototype, finally confirming that the possibilities on performance increases we saw were possible, transparently become a reality with the Query Driven Data Modelling prototype.
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